Introducing ePN’s PREMIER Verify SCN
TRUE contactless capabilities for your merchants.

eProcessing Network’s (ePN) introduces the Premier Verify SCN, a new EMV-certified reader that supports MSR, EMV chip, and NOW contactless payments such as Google Pay and Apple Pay. With quicker processing capabilities, merchants can reduce their transaction times by 50%. Truly a 3-in-1 device as it works with ePNMobile, ePNJPOS, and ePNPlugIn.

PREMIER Verify SCN
The Premier Verify SCN has all the same great features of ePN’s high-speed, dual track CHIP reader that supports over the air firmware updates, but with the added benefit of NFC/contactless capabilities. The Premier Verify SCN is EMV-compliant for both iOS and Android platforms or USB/Bluetooth for Windows environments.

For Existing Merchants: To add the Premier Verify SCN for your existing merchants, log into your ePN Reseller Support Center (RSC) account and select “Optional Services”. Bulk purchase rates available.

For Newly-Boarded Merchants: You can add the Premier Verify SCN to the gateway account while you are in the “Add A Merchant” section of the RSC, as you would with other ePN solutions. Bulk purchase rates available.

The Premier Verify SCN is certified with these major processors

global payments, Elavon, First Data, TSYS, Merchant Solutions™

Contact your ePN Sales Channel Development Director at 800-296-4810
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